
Plant Time Genetics 
Seed Packs of 10 regular sex seeds ($45 each pack) 

Buy 3 packs of seeds, get the 4th pack free!

Ole Berry Bud Mostly Indica 8-9 weeks f1 polyhybrid
- New Berry x ’79 Christmas Tree Bud.  Ready for some colorful plants with some 
blueberry & pine smells?  Well look no further.  Really cool mix of genetics here pairing 
the purple stem New Berry with its’ blueberry terps should mix nicely with the CTB pine 
smells and blue phenos.  Made in Oklahoma.

Bardownski Mostly Indica 8-9 weeks f1 hybrid
- Too Buku #26 x ’79 Christmas Tree Bud.  Sure to be a score with big city slams, mixing 
up the unique terps of the Too Buku with the pine tree aroma of the CTB.  Look for large 
yields with major league vigor.  Always bardownski.  Made in Oklahoma.

Purple Cane Indica 8-9 weeks f1 hybrid
- Monkey Balls #6 x ’79 Christmas Tree Bud.  Old time purple majestic indica bud from 
the Afghanistan MB meets the old time Pakistani genetics that smell of pine tree.  What 
could go wrong?  Since forever, people have found success crossing Afghans with the 
Pakistani genetics.  Here’s a new version of these pure indica heavy hitters. 

Tookya Indica 9 weeks f1 hybrid
- Kandahar Afghan x Kashmir Azad.  Two indica IBLs collide, combining the knock-out 
power of the archaic looking Kandahar with the greasy style of the Kashmir.  Kashmir 
brings out awesome traits in everything it touches.  Expect to find some heavy indica 
expressions, smells that should vary from sweet to weird, and dense nugs from fast 
vegging plants.  

Castle Mostly Indica 8-9 weeks f1 polyhybrid
- King’s Banner XIII x ’79 Christmas Tree Bud.  King of the Castle smoke to be found in 
these here beans.  King’s Banner grows spindly but has that classic OG smell and flavor 
profile with a blast of a high combining sativa effects at first with a calm body indica 
stone to follow.  CTB should bring in more indica effects and pine smells with additional 
structure & yield.  Made in Oklahoma.

Can’t Touch This Slightly Indica 8-9 weeks f1 polyhybrid
- Jack Light5 #3 x ’79 Christmas Tree Bud.  Our passionfruit cut meets pine trees here in 
this mix up.  Terps should be off the wall loud with pine and fruit smells.  People are 
going to ask what that is and you’ll have to tell them you “can’t touch this.”  Made in 
Oklahoma.
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2Pak 50/50 Hybird 9 weeks f1 hybrid
- Vintage Pakistani x ’79 Christmas Tree Bud.  We’ve been thinking about this one for 
quite awhile now and glad to finally release it.  2Pak is a 2 way Pakistani delight of old 
school superstars, one being a sativa and the other a pure indica.  We imagine we’ll find 
some delightful expressions here in these  beans that should be reminiscent of what 
folks were smoking back in the day.  Made in Oklahoma. 

Let’s Go Mostly Sativa 9-10 weeks f1 hybrid 
- Sannie’s Jack #8 x Too Buku.  Let’s Go is an appropriate name for this cross as the 
plants will jump out of the pots on you and once you consume them, you’ll be saving 
“let’s go.”  Sativa rush with big yields from both parents should result in some interesting 
phenos here.

Decent Mostly Sativa 9-10 weeks f1 hybrid  
- Big Sur Holy Weed #4 x Too Buku.  One of our favorite sativa’s meets the Too Buku 
male for a sativa leaning type.  Sure to be some stretchy ones with some sativa head 
rush highs and sweet funky smells from the BSHW.  Hoping to find some CBD phenos in 
there. 

High Maintenance Slightly Indica 9 weeks f1 polyhybrid 
King’s Banner XIII x Kashmir Azad.  Awesome OG meets the male Kashmir Azad, due to 
dish out some dense OG flavors with some greasiness.  Everyone is working with this 
Kashmir line now for a reason.  It brings out really cool traits in everything it touches.  

Honey Bunny Indica 9 weeks f1 hybrid  
- Kashmir Azad #1 x ’79 Christmas Tree Bud.  Indica worlds collide again here with our 
Kashmir mom that oozes greasy nugs and our pine smelling bud, originally from 
Pakistan.  Both indica plants give more of a dreamy euphoric type indica buzz with less 
narcotic couch lock that other indica strains.  Should get a range of effects with this f1 
cross, increased yields, and a range of smells.  

Mined Flayer Indica 9 weeks f1 polyhybrid  
- Stonemason x Monkey Balls.  Indica powerhouses combine here with one of our local 
favorites, the Stonemason.  Both are knock out indica strains and the Stonemason 
brings a little better flavor to the Monkey Balls blandness.  Good luck staying awake with 
this one!  

Load Off 50/50 9 weeks f1 polyhybrid  
- Pineapple Thai x Monkey Balls.  This is our attempt to bring a more sedative quality to 
the Pineapple Thai to hopefully increase the hash yields.  Pineapple leaners and the 
ones we’re looking for here and they should stand out soon, even in veg, with a quick 
stem rub.  If your fingers smell sweet, you got it!  

Strawberry Grease Mostly Indica 9 weeks f1 polyhybrid 
 - Strawberries & Cream f2 x Kashmir Azad.  Cannabis cup winner from Exotic Genetix 

meets the IBL from Kashmir that’s making the rounds.  Captain crunch berry terps 
should come out nice with the greasy buds produced by the Kashmir.  Hold on to these.

Switchback Slightly Indica 9 weeks f1 polyhybrid 
- Jack Light5 #1 x Kashmir Azad.  The OCC Jack Light5 #1 cut mixed up with the 
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Kashmir is bound to be a winner.  Look for some awesome fast growing plants of big 
yielding, greasy nugs with some old school Jack terps.  Kashmir adds complexity to the 
Jack here.  Dreamy euphoric high to be expected.  

Final Curtain Indica 9 weeks f1 hybrid 
- Monkey Balls #6 x Kashmir Azad.  Purple musky nugs of pure indica power collide with 
the awesome Kashmir line here.  Expect some super dark phenos with quick vegging 
and fast flowering vigor.  

Grease Pit Mostly Indica 9-10 weeks f1 polyhybrid 
- Granny Skunk #4 x Kashmir Azad.  Granny brings the funk and Kashmir brings the 
grease.  Skunk indica lovers are going to have fun with this one.  

Waddle Hybrid 9-10 weeks f1 hybrid 
- Big Sur Holy Weed #2 x Kashmir Azad.  Both these strains have get lost in your 
daydream kind of magic to them.  Expect some awesome hybrid like highs and some 
vigor.  Purple phenos too.
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